
Worlds Plot 421 

Chapter 421: 9.40 Second Blue Star - (Past) Hei Anjing's First Birthday 

The God of Void was busy renovating his mansion when he finally remembered that his little one's 

birthday was near. Thinking of this special day, Xia Jieye had to make preparations for the baby's gift. It 

cannot be an ordinary gift. It must be the most special and extremely unique only for his little one to 

possess. He spends the whole afternoon thinking about what he should give as a present to Hei Anjing. 

But what would the Mo Family lack, they had become the healthiest family in Vearth after Shen Siwang 

had married the Second son of the Mo Family. 

Sitting in his personal seat inside his office he touched his chin thinking seriously about what he should 

give the little one. 

He started murmuring luxurious things and rare artifacts but still couldn't choose which one to give. 

"What should I give the little one? Hmm~" 

"Since he is a Mo his main element must be Ice? Should I get the purest Ice crystal to help him? But that 

man (Mo Baojun) would definitely prepare that for his nephew?" 

"How about an artifact? There are so many kinds and Siwang had a larger warehouse of those than 

mine." 

"Should I get him a pet? There seems to be a newly hatched Phoenix-Dragon Hybrid and Dragon King in 

the East should I capture those? But Jing'er is too small, and those beasts might squash him. Hmp!" 

"Should I get him a star or something? But the Mo Clan have so many of those in their possession. He 

would definitely be given one in the future?" 

"If I gifted him a soul weapon he wouldn't be able to bind with it as he is still small." 

"I need something unique. Something that would guide him, help him in times of need, and serve him 

while I'm not there. Hm~ what would that be?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝗆 

"Oh! I get it. Let's make that. One for me and one for him. So even if we are separated we should be able 

to communicate." 

After he made up his mind about the gift he would give his little one, the God of Void went to his 

smithing room and locked himself for a few days before the birthday of the little one. No one knew what 

he was doing inside the room. But sounds of explosions and metals clashing, etc. Can be heard coming 

inside the room and none of the servants or guards dare to check. 

--- 

Meanwhile at the Mo Household. 

A week had already passed since the God of Void suddenly stopped visiting. Mo Baojun had his husband 

watch over that person and knew that he finished all his business three days ago but Xia Jieye hasn't 

visited his beloved little nephew ever since that night. He was a bit in a bad mood thinking that the 



bastard had lost interest in his cute nephew and had gotten his promise to come back and visit Baby Jing 

as soon as possible. 

There weren't any movements or latest news about that man except that he had locked himself inside 

his smithy. He had been there for three whole days and today is finally the first birthday of his beloved 

nephew, Baby Hei Anjing. 

Mo Baojun had been watching the movements in the south but had seen nothing making him even 

angry. South is where the territory of the Void God owns. 

He finally couldn't help but ask, "Hubby, are you sure he is doing something for Baby Jing'er? I will 

trespass in this house and beat him up if he doesn't visit my nephew for today. This is Baby Jing'er's first 

birthday," said Mo Baojun. 

His words were full of complaints but his face remained cold and emotionless. His eyes were a bit 

downcast as he sat crossed legs at the courtyard where they would celebrate Hei Anjing's birthday. The 

party isn't extravagant as those in noble clans. They have a small number of family members and Mo 

was used to being down to earth. In short, they love simple things and do things in a minimalist way. 

The celebrations done by this family are always private. Only those who were truly close can come over 

to their territory as a guest. The guests were limited to their close friends, disciples, and close relatives. 

Mo Yaoyun called them over for help, "Baobei-ge~, Second Brother-in-law, Mom said to help us bring 

out the food to the courtyard. The guests were about to arrive!" 

"It's too early. Why are they coming over ahead of time? Let them wait by the gates?" said Mo Baojun. 

Mo Yaoyun laughed and said, "Baobei-ge you can't make them wait outside the gates or the patrol 

guards would take them away." 

"Let them be taken away then. Jing'er hates noise like being anyway," said Mo Baojun. 

"Right~ Jingjing acts more like Baobei-ge than Big brother. Let's hope we won't get another lazy bug in 

the house~" said Mo Yaoyun. 

Mo Baojun spoke, "I can carry my nephew even if he becomes lazy as I do. My hubby can carry me and 

Jing'er with no problems. Right, hubby?" 

"That... I can help look for Jieye to carry Jingjing around?" said Shen Siwang obviously not willing to carry 

his wife together with a huge light bulb called Hei Anjing included. 

Knowing what his husband was thinking, Mo Baojun elbowed his husband's stomach and walked away. 

He went inside the house followed by his husband who was holding on to his stomach trying to act 

pitiful. Baojun knows that his attack just now had no effects on his immortal husband. 

Hmp! 

Shen Siwang said, "Wifey, my tummy hurts~" 

"Heal it yourself. Your main element is light after all," said Mo Baojun 

Shen Siwang flirted, "Wifey, Hubby wants you to rubs~" 



Halting his steps he turned around and looked at his husband from head to toes and then asked, "Which 

of it should I rub? The top or the bottom?" 

"Can you rub both?" asked Shen Siwang and he got his foot stomped by Mo Baojun who mercilessly 

stepped on his toes on purpose. 

HISSED! 

"Hurts! Wifey, I'm just joking~ ouch! I think my toes died! Ah! Hiss!" said Shen Siwang. 

Those who witnessed their silly interaction between newlyweds. 

Mo Yue and Hei Sian said, "Serves you right~" 

Mo Yaoyun, the only unmarried person in the family except for Baby Jing, "Stop feeding me dog food. 

This old lady can't afford it!" 

Mr. and Mrs. Mo looked at their daughter and asked, "When are you going to bring an in-law for us, 

Yun'er?" 

"W-When Nan-ge returns I'll propose?" said Mo Yaoyun. 

Mo Baojun and Mo Yue commented, "Do it soon. He'll get stolen." 

"I will do my best!" said Mo Yaoyun who nodded her head in agreement with her parents' and brothers' 

words. Her brother-in-law's who were already brought home could only look at each other but pitied 

Mo Zhinan, adopted by the Mo family, a former system of Mo Baojun. 

That afternoon the Mo family and all the guests celebrated the first birthday of their youngest 

descendant. They had passed the time entertaining the Baby Jing'er and eating at the same time the 

whole afternoon. They've also made sure that the birthday feels welcomed and joyous on his first 

birthday. After all, this signifies his first year of stay in this world. But unfortunately, though Baby Jing 

enjoyed the party his smile disappeared as he didn't see his favorite person. It's been a week and so 

since the last time, Xia Jieye had come to visit him at night. 

Looking at Hei Anjing suddenly looking lethargic, they thought that he had gotten too tired with the 

festive atmosphere of his birthday celebration. They could only place Baby Jing back in his room to rest 

ahead of time while the rest of the family members stayed in the dining area to eat dinner and clean up 

the mess for the after-party. The guests have long left even before the sun completely sets. Now in the 

living room, the Mo Family had gathered to rest. They had just finished eating dinner as they've 

assembled in the same room to talk about the sudden change of mood of Baby Hei Anjing. 

Mo Yaoyun spoke, "Big Brother, is there something wrong with Jingjing? He suddenly looks sad after his 

birthday." 

"About this... he seems to be waiting for someone," said Mo Yue but didn't know how to say you were it. 

Mr. Mo spoke, "Is it that lad? The alter ego of Siwang. What is his name again? He usually came to visit 

our mansion every night a week ago. If not because Baobei isn't allowing him, I would have thrown him 

out of the house." 



"My dear, isn't that boy kind? He was gentle when playing with Baby Jing and was patient and protected 

him all the time. Doesn't that make him a good boy? Moreover, we believe God is normal for us to do 

the killing so I don't truly believe the rumors about him. A'Wang, what kind of person that child is?" 

asked Mrs. Mo. 

Their eyes all move to look at Shen Siwang except Mo Baojun who was relaxing as his husband is helping 

him rub his bulging tummy for overeating. The two continued that interaction while the others had 

watched them with a smile. The Mo Family was used to pampering Mo Baojun when he was a child plus 

with the child's nature of being lazy most of the time. He should simply stay at one place unless one 

carried him away to move in the other. This continued until he reached his teenage years. His father and 

Big brother are still okay as carrying him as a man is not a problem but his structure has gotten bigger 

than his mother and younger sister so it is almost impossible for him to be carried by them. 

Mr. Mo and Mo Yue are always busy with work. Mrs. Mo and Mo Yaoyun go to school. As one is a 

professor and the other is a student during those times Mo Baojun was the only one around the 

mansion with their dog. Mo Baojun is extremely lazy by nature. There is no need for him to go to school 

as his intelligence is already above anyone in their family. SO he chooses to stay at home even though 

he is alone. Thankfully, he met Shen Siwang on one of the walks with their dog. But Clearly speaking 

inside of saying that it was walking the dog, Mo Baojun who was riding on the back of their Guard dog 

was the one walking him out of the house. This was the request of his other masters. Seeing someone 

spoil their youngest boy to such an extent made them relieved, at least even if he stays at home all of 

the time, there would be someone accompanying him. 

Shen Siwang took his time before he answered the question his mother-in-law had asked. 

"Xia Jieye was born at the same time as me. I was born in the Origin as he does but I came out in the 

world of light while he had come out of the world of Darkness. We are the opposite of each other. I 

received all the positive energy in this world while he took.... all the negative energy. In between us, he 

had seen more of the bad side and evil side of all beings. Greed, hatred, anger, jealousy, envy, betrayal, 

obsession, possessiveness, and death. He had grown up seeing and experiencing all of these until... he 

believes in nothing anymore. He only believes in me because the Origin God had made it so I and him 

could never hurt one another. We are like the Yin and Yang, we can only complement each other to 

stabilize everything in this world. 

But because of this, he had become the loneliest existence in the world. He could not trust, he could not 

care and he couldn't love. This is because he couldn't even do those things to himself so what can he 

give to the other people. I cannot give it to him and he couldn't give it to himself. That's why he isolates 

himself in the south. He is not a bad person, it's just that his nature happens to be complete darkness 

which is opposite of mine which is light." said Shen Siwang. 

Chapter 422: 9.41 Second Blue Star - (Past) Eternal Soul Destiny Marriage 

A person was born within the abyss. The Abyss had cared for him, catered to his needs, and served him 

as their king. The darkness was all under his control. This is the power the Origin had given to him. The 

shadows are under his command, at the time when there is no sun, he is the strongest. All unclean and 

evil things would fear and revere him. Because he was created to control them and held the reins to the 



chains connected to their necks. It was because of this that he was called the God of Void. He doesn't 

know any happiness. He had no emotion at birth. He had nothing but his own. 

So when he comes out of the abyss meeting the other existence made him uncomfortable. He is like a 

clean slate. He knows nothing, like an innocent person he has no idea of what is happening in the world. 

He roams around. World to world. As the embodiment of Darkness, only negative things are attracted to 

him and the rest hate him. He had seen lots of things. Bad things, Evil ways, and Cruelty. He had seen all 

of it and at the same time experienced it. Just as when he thought he would finally go crazy with all 

those adverse things, Shen Siwang finally appeared. 

He helped in purifying his soul. Shen Siwang is the light that helped him clear up his mind. He also 

instinctively knew that this person is his alter ego but they were not the same person. They were 

separate beings that were created by the Origin. They are like twins but unlike him who had lived in the 

abyss, this person was created in light. 

Because Shen Siwang is the only person he could understand, he got attached to this person. It is the 

same feeling as if one of the twins had a brother complex to the other twin. That kind of feeling, there is 

no love between them. But each other's existence balances the others. To him, Shen Siwang is the only 

light in his world, not because he adores him or anything because as long as he exists he would as well. 

They are a unique existence that will never die. Even if they did, they would reincarnate as the same 

person no matter what they do. 

But unfortunately, unlike him, Shen Siwang had lots of people around him. He is a loved God. As the 

Light God that was created by the Origin, he is the source of all life in this world. He had the power of 

creation. He is someone that the others couldn't be helped but revere as that was rightfully his place. 

There is no place for him in that lighted world, he chose to keep his distance from Shen Siwang and just 

watched him from far away. 

Until they had discovered another existence that is unique like theirs. This time it's a family. A couple 

with two sons and a daughter. The one found out that this family is like them when the Origin had 

spoken to Shen Siwang and him after tons of millennia had already passed. Eventually, Shen Siwang had 

fallen to one of the sons of the couple. The Origin had forbidden them from killing off each other as 

unique beings are rare in this world. 

Watching the interaction between Shen Siwang and that person, the God of Void finally felt that the 

only person on his side was being stolen from him. This made him fearful. The suffocating loneliness, the 

feeling of the misery of almost going crazy. Xia Jieye had feared it all. That's why he tried all ways to 

make sure Shen Siwang would never be with that man named Mo Baojun. Unlike him and Shen Siwang, 

the other unique had a fatal weakness. 

Though they couldn't die no matter what, there is an existence that can end their immortality. The Mo 

Family can only be killed by their own kind or their chosen other half. He made plans and made others 

to let Shen Siwang misperceive Mo Baojun and these misunderstandings would create a gap between 

the two. Ultimately at least at that moment, he was the most important existence for Shen Siwang as 

they treated each other as brothers. 

As he successfully made Shen Siwang hate Mo Baojun enough to kill him and what he wanted was 

achieved Shen Siwang learned everything he had done behind that person's back. Making him kill the 



person he loves most became the heaviest sin that Xia Jieye had done. It was because of this that their 

relationship became strange. Shen Siwang avoided him and would always glare at him as he wanted to 

kill every time they met each other. 

He watched as his alter ego went to all worlds looking for something that could revive his beloved. Even 

watch him beg the Origin to bring back the person alive. For the first time, even someone emotionless 

like Xia Jieye had felt guilty the first time as he watched the events unfold within the darkness. But 

unfortunately, the origin says that a rare being cannot be reborn after dying with true death. 

Especially for Mo Baojun who died under the hands of his sole weakness, which was Shen Siwang. Just 

when he was about to give up and do the forbidden means to bring back his lover to life, Xia Jieye had 

appeared before the origin while Shen Siwang was talking to it. As expected, the latter had glared at him 

as if he wanted to take his life but sadly he cannot do so. Because like him, their life is eternal without 

any means of death, 

Shen Siwang said with a voice that was a bit hoarse and full of fatigue yelled at Xia Jieye, "What are you 

doing here? Is killing my lover, not enough!? You still want to interfere with me trying to revive him!" 

With an apathetic face, Xia Jieye glanced at Shen Siwang callously, "I gave the hints but... it was your 

choice to take his life. Do not blame me for it, idiot." he said. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐌 

Shen Siwang's rage flared almost instantly as he grabbed Xia Jieye's collar and punched him, one after 

another. He could only stop when he saw his brother look at him expressionlessly. He pressed him on 

the ground and continued to hit him but regardless of what he did or how many times he hit him, Xia 

Jieye still looked at him straight. There are no emotions on his face. He should have known. No, he 

already knew but turned a blind eye over it. 

As the God of Void, Xia Jieye had no emotions. He had nothing. The only reason this person is attached 

to him is that he had saved him once and because they are each other's alter egos. Like a person 

without any feeling, he would do anything he thought was right and wanted. There is no other element 

involved. It is just that this person could not understand him or anyone. He is after all a person no 

different from a doll. 

Thinking about this Shen Siwang felt that blaming him had no use. Then the only way for this person to 

listen to him is to make him want or think of something. As long as he could get him to move, Xia Jieye 

would help him. Tears could help but fall from Shen Siwang's eyes to Xia Jieye's face. Even with that 

warmness falling on his face Xia Jieye remained cold and indifferent as he couldn't understand the 

feeling of Shen Siwang at this moment. 

Shen Siwang said, "Help me. Help me find a way to bring Baobao alive. As long as you help me I will 

create emotions for you to have. You've always wanted this right? You wanted to have feelings like any 

other being. Then I will create some emotions and allow you to have it but I warned you your emotions 

aren't toys. Unless you want to regret it in the end, don't take it lightly." 

Xia Jieye nods his head stiffly from pain but nothing shows on his face. Siwang had taught him how to 

control light elements. Though the light hated him with the blessing from Shen Siwang he could at least 

use it to heal himself. 



"It not there isn't a way. There is one that I know that may bring him back to life and give the Mo Family 

you like the most away to avoid true death. But regardless, their weakness can never be removed," said 

Xia Jieye. 

Hearing this the fade-out light within his eyes had glowed once more. "What is it? What should be 

done? Tell me!" 

"Calm down. To do it we need the permission of the Origin," said Xia Jieye who moved his gaze on Shen 

Siwang to the Origin and then asked. "Origin. I and Siwang had no path for true death. In short, our lives 

are eternally eternal. We couldn't die and couldn't be replaced. If we exchange this to give the Mo Clan 

a way of escaping the true death would you agree?" 

{By asking this, doth thee knoweth yond thee can beest be replaced? coequal then doth thee still 

wanteth to exchange?} 

Translation: [By asking this, do you know that you can be replaced? Even then do you still want to 

exchange?] 

Xia Jieye, asked by this question, moved his gaze to Shen Siwang once more. The latter had agreed 

without hesitation, just this action shows how important Mo Baojun is to him. 

"Agreed! I agreed to anything just let me bring Mo Baojun back to life!" said Shen Siwang. 

Xia Jieye nonchalantly agreed to it as well, "Then I will follow after my brother as well." 

{Thee hadst madeth thy choice.? This cannot beest taken backeth.? The mo can beest given a chance to 

escapeth true death only at which hour the p'rson those gents hadst chosen as their oth'r half continues 

to liveth.? To bringeth those folk backeth alive, aft'r their deaths their soul wouldst beest fragment'd 

and liveth in oth'r w'rlds base'r than vearth. 

Collecteth these soul fragments.? The destiny of life and death wouldst beest did share between the two 

souls.? Utilizeth the oth'r w'rld's en'rgy to nourish only at which hour ev'rything becomes whole again 

yond one can waketh up once again. 

This is an opp'rtunity the 'rigin wouldst gift to the unique.? Ch'rish thy bond and thee wouldst beest 

et'rnal f'rev'r} 

Translation: [You had made your choice. This cannot be taken back. The Mo can be given a chance to 

escape true death only when the person they had chosen as their other half continues to live. To bring 

them back alive, after their deaths their soul would be fragmented and live in other worlds lower than 

Vearth. 

Collect these soul fragments. The destiny of life and death would be shared between the two souls. 

Utilize the other world's energy to nourish only when everything becomes whole again that one can 

wake up once again. 

This is an opportunity the origin would gift to the unique. Cherish your bond and you would be eternal 

forever.] 

The Origin had taken something from Shen Siwang and Xia Jieye's body. The invincibility that was unique 

to them was taken away. There were now the permanent Gods of Origin and Void. Once they die, 



another unique existence can replace them. But with this exchange, Mo Baojun who died lately had his 

soul fragments scattered all over the created world of Shen Siwang. He needs to visit countless worlds to 

bring him back as a whole. 

{Requirements f'r et'rnal soul destiny feather-bed: 

First, the couple might not but beest both a unique existence. 

Second, completeth three imp'rtant rituals: mateship c'remony, soul feather-bed, and dao partn'rship. 

Third, completeth the trials.? Each individual might not but collecteth each oth'r's fragments.? 24 w'rlds 

in total.? 12 w'rlds f'r the groom and 12 f'r the bride.? All soul fragments might not but beest did collect 

at all costs. 

Once ev'rything above is did achieve, the couple wouldst et'rnally beest did bind to each oth'r. Sharing 

the life and teen. Togeth'r until the endeth of timeth.} 

Translation: [Requirements for eternal soul destiny marriage: 

First, the couple must be both a unique existence. 

Second, complete three important rituals: Mateship Ceremony, Soul Marriage, and Dao Partnership. 

Third, complete the trials. Each individual must collect each other's fragments. 24 worlds in total. 12 

worlds for the groom and 12 for the bride. All soul fragments must be collected at all costs. 

Once everything above is achieved, the couple would eternally be bound to each other. Sharing life and 

pain. Together until the end of time.] 

In the end, Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang completed all the trials and passed all tribulation which allowed 

the two of them to return to Vearth and finally get married for real. As promised Shen Siwang had 

created emotions and inputted them into Xia Jieye's body. Learning what guilt and regret are, Xia Jieye 

accepted Mo Baojun reluctantly though he still hated him as much. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

Chapter 423: 9.42 Second Blue Star - (Past) Happy Birthday, Jing'er. 

Shen Siwang told his and Xia Jieye past to the Mo Family. This is the past on how they both had 

existence and how they had lived before they had found the Mo Family, this family of unique. This is 

also the hidden truth about how Shen Siwang had found a way to bring Mo Baojun back to life. No one 

in the Mo Clan expected that both the Origin God and the Void God had exchanged the invincibility that 

was unique to them, just to give the other unique existence a way to escape perishing their existence. 

Everyone in the Mo family was shocked with what they've learned, especially Mo Baojun who didn't 

know how he was brought back to life and the circumstances behind it. Just thinking about that 

exchange his husband and that man had made, he couldn't help but frown just thinking about it. When 

he heard that his husband's position as the Light God could be replaced when he died, Mo Baojun felt 

extremely uncomfortable. As if his husband who had always been invincible in his eyes got a weakness 

thanks to him. 



Mrs. Mo asked, "This... Is this real? A'Wang you've given up your invincibility?" 

Shen Siwang smiled as usual and said, "It's been a long time, what happened in the past had long been 

done." 

What he didn't expect is for his wife to suddenly grab his collar with a not-so-good expression on his 

cold face. 

"Wifey, I can't breathe!" said Shen Siwang, whose collar had been grabbed as if he was being mugged by 

someone. 

"Come with me right now!" said Mo Baojun as he dragged his husband out to the living and instantly 

teleported back to their mansion. 

After the couple disappeared those who were left behind didn't have a good expression on their faces as 

well. This is because they felt that they've owed Shen Siwang and the God of Void after knowing those 

things. As Gods what they hate the most is owing someone, as an existence that lives forever means 

regrets and debts are forever unless paid. 

Mr. Mo spoke after that long silence, "Wang is already a family. There aren't debts between families, 

just remember this thing in our hearts. The night had been out for too long. It is time to sleep." 

"Yes. Good Night, mom, dad, big brother, brother Si," said Mo Yaoyun. 

"Good Night." 

Only everyone had dispersed and returned to their respective rooms and finally decided to take the rest 

of the evening to sleep. 

Meanwhile in the bedroom of Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang. 

Mo Baojun was looking at his husband with a town but not because of anger or hate but instead of guilt. 

At that time he could still remember it so clearly. That moment when Shen Siwang came to kill him, he 

didn't struggle. He wanted this man to feel what it was like to kill him. This person who always denies his 

feelings of love for him and that man who keeps influencing this person to hate him. 

He knew about the God of Void's plans to destroy the relationship between him and Shen Siwang. In the 

first place, both Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang weren't people who could easily trust others, not even 

themselves. They were both selfish and care for themselves. It was no wonder when both of them fell in 

love with each other, they never believed in themselves. Bewildered by these new feelings they both 

choose to ignore them. In the end, the result is that Mo Baojun died and Shen Siwang did everything to 

revive him. 

Mo Baojun stares at Shen Siwang who was standing in front of him, not daring to move. He looks at his 

wife who seems to be a bit angry after he learned how he was revived. 

"Are you an idiot? Did you think you live for too long and now dare to even court death for yourself? 

That exchange... Is it possible to return your invincibility?" asked Mo Baojun. 



Shen Siwang replied, "No. The origin says that once it was taken it cannot be returned. Don't worry I still 

have immortality with me. It is just that the position of the Light and Dark Gods are now an inheritance. 

It will never be my permanent title like before." 

"I see... Sigh~ you are indeed a fool. That time I told you it was alright. I've been sleepy ever since my 

birth. An eternal slumber is like freedom for me." said Mo Baojun. 

Suddenly Shen Siwang hugged him and they both fell down on the bed. Mo Baojun didn't struggle and 

instead wrapped his arms around Siwang's waist to hug him back. 

"No! You promised. With our life and death connected and shared with each other, you can only live 

with me until the end of time. I will not agree if you wish to leave on your own. That thousands of years 

I've spent looking for you, I have never thought of giving up. When I finally get you back thoughts of 

separation I shall never entertain," said Shen Siwang. 

A rare smile appeared on Mo Baojun's deadpan face, "Okay, as you've wished. I will accompany you until 

the end of time." 

--- 

In Baby Jing's room. 

Then lights in the place were long turned off to let the baby fall asleep. The room was too big and the 

floor was covered in carpets made of clouds. There are few wardrobes and shelves full of books inside 

the room. Only a baby crib was placed in the middle surrounded by baby toys of all varieties. 

Within the crib, a beautiful baby with black hair was sleeping. His arms and legs were curled and he 

looked like a shrimp in slumber. When suddenly the windows within the door light open and close as if 

someone entered the room the curtains hanging inside the room sways with the cold wind that entered 

in that split moment the window was opened. 

As the window closes, the wind stops and everything resumes to normal. Within the room, the shadows 

from all things started to move in one direction and a human-like figure came out of it. It was Xia Jieye. 

The God of Void, Xia Jieye stares at the sleeping baby curled up in his crib. He looked like he was feeling 

cold and made a few fire wisps to surround the baby and give him warmth. Then he sat quietly beside 

the crib holding two ball-sized things. One which looked like a miniature moon and the other was a 

miniature sun. 

Voices come out from the moon and the sun as it suddenly floated on its own looking at the baby from 

the distance. 

[Wow~ so small and so cute~] 

Xia Jieye spoke, "Don't wake Jing'er up, Yue." he said to the hovering moon above the crib. On his 

shoulder is a glowing sun waiting silently like their creator. 

These were the systems he made for him and Jing'er. They were like Artificial Intelligence with its own 

soul. 

[Master, who is this baby?] Asked the glowing moon, System Yue. 



Xia Jieye answered, "He is Zhi Yang's Master. He will help me look after Jing'er while I am not around." 

He then looked at the glowing sun on his shoulder and said, "Go, meet your master, Yang, and Yue, 

come here." 

[As you command, Creator.] 

As he said, the system called Zhi Yang floated over the crib and slowly lowered himself to see his master 

closely. He knew that he was made for this baby. His task is to serve, guide, and protect this little one. 

The features of his master despite looking immature due to age is clearly an extremely beautiful person. 

But based on the genes that the Mo possesses this kind of appearance is expected. His phoenix-shaped 

eyes were closed at this moment and he looked so peaceful. One wouldn't be able to see the Mo 

Bloodline's cold nature at him looking like this. 

Zhi Yang approaches slowly to see his Master's face even closer. But as soon as he only felt centimeters 

away from Baby Jing's face, a small pair of hands grabbed him and were placed inside Baby Jing's mouth 

treated as food. He could even feel those toothless gums trying to gnaw at him. 

[A'Yang!] The moon avatar system, Zhi Yue yelled. 

Even Xia Jieye was startled by this event. He could only gently pull away System Yang out of Baby Jing's 

mouth to avoid his gums from being rubbed to injuries. System Yang was thrown in the air by his creator 

and had to stabilize himself on air. The little moon had come over him to ask how he is. 

[A'Yang, are you okay?] 

[Yue'er, I'm fine. Don't worry.] 

The babu who had suddenly lost the thing gnawing in his mouth abruptly wakes up. His current dream 

was cut off. In his dream, he was eating a ball of candy but as soon as he put it in his mouth warmness 

filled his body and this helped him remove the slight coldness of his bloodline in his body. Then suddenly 

that warmth was suddenly gone and he opened his eyes to see the person he had been missing for a 

few days. 

Kyahh~ Boh~ 

Based on Hei Anjing's reaction and stretched out his hands towards Xia Jieye, which made it so obvious 

how close he is to this man. He likes Xia Jieye too much more than what the others had expected. The 

bad mood of Baby Jing after his birthday party celebration instantly faded at Xia Jieye's arrival. 

A gentle smile and a doting gaze emerged on Xia Jieye's face without him knowing, these expressions of 

happiness and excitement only appeared in front of Baby Hei Anjing. The God of Void carefully carried 

the little baby in his arms and they sat down on the soft carpet together. 

"Jing'er, Xia brought some gifts for you. First is this, it's a Phoenix-Dragon Hybrid egg. I took one for you 

as your pet when it hatches and it would become your playmate in the future. The second is this, it's a 

defensive artifact that will block most ailments and negative status. This can be concealed without a 

trace so it would be useful in the future. Last is this one," he placed Zhi Yue the Sun avatar system 

before Baby Jing. He didn't let the baby touch System Yang directly. 



"He is what you call a system. He would serve you as his master. I created a pair. One for you and one 

for me, if you miss Xia just tell Zhi Yue to connect with Yue. We should be able to contact each other 

without problems even if we are far from each other. Baby Jing'er... Hei Anjing, happy first birthday, I 

wish you long life and endless happiness... I didn't come late did I, Jing'er~" 

KYAAHAHAHAH~ 

[Happy Birthday, Master Jing!] said the two systems. 

Xia Jieya happily greeted Hei Anjing on his birthday. 

Chapter 424: 9.43 Second Blue Star - (Past) We need to kill him. 

Xia Jieya had accompanied Baby Jing until dawn. He watched as Baby Jing played with Zhi Yu and Zhi 

Yang, whom he made to entertain the baby. Even if the little one was busy playing with his gifts, he 

would always look back and stare at Xia Jieya as if he was afraid this person would suddenly disappear 

again. 

No one knows how the baby thinks of this but he used his body to lean on Xia Jieye, once he suddenly 

moved even a bit Baby Jing would turn back to stare at him and blow bubbles again. This repeated more 

than once in the whole evening, making Xia Jieye laugh. He couldn't stop himself from hugging the cute 

little creature in his arms. 

"Baby, you are so cute~ Hahaha," said Xia Jieye while cuddling at Baby Jing. 

Boh~ boooh? 

"Yes, yes I'll stop laughing at you. Did you like my gifts Jing'er?" he asked. 

Kyaah! Buhp! 

"Good then, as long as you like it," said Xia Jieye, no one understood how he could understand Baby Hei 

Anjing's replies which only sounded like kyaa and bohs. 

Baby Hei Anjing is clearly more expressive in front of Xia Jieye than the others. The latter had played 

with the little one until the baby had gotten tired and fell asleep in the end. Carrying a sleeping Baby Jing 

in his arm, the God of Void kissed the forehead of Baby Jing affectionately. 

"Sweet dreams, Jing'er." 

He also didn't forget to place System Zhi Yang beside the baby and said to Zhi Yang, 

"Keep yourself invisible unless Jing'er wishes to see you. You can hide in his soul domain but never 

attempt to harm him," said Xia Jieye. 

[As you wished, Creator. I will protect Lord Jing no matter what.] 

"Report to me if something happens." 

[Yes, Creator!] 

Only after letting the two systems say their farewell to each other that the God of Void had left with 

System Yue. 



--- 

Like this, the first birthday of the youngest descendant of the Mo Family had passed. The routine of 

Baby Hei Anjing meeting Xia Jieye at night had resumed but there would always be times when the 

people in the house see Baby Jing carrying a small ball of the sun so happily as he makes sound while 

staring in the air. 

Everyone in the Mo Family knew that the little sun in their baby's hand is a gift from the God of Void and 

turned a blind eye to it. As everyone thought of the glowing little sun as a simple toy, only Shen Siwang 

knew that it would never be that simple. 

During one of the midday naps of Baby Jing, Shen Siwang suddenly grabbed System Yue and caught him 

by surprise. He was in his invisible mode. 

[Impossible. I'm in my invisible mode. How could you grab and find me that easily?] 

In the middle of the day, before Baby Jing fell asleep, he was talking to Xia Jieye using System Yang. A 

holographic screen appeared before Shen Siwang with Xia Jieye's face in it. The God of Void's smile from 

when talking with Baby Jing had faded in front of Shen Siwang. The two were both cold as they stared at 

each other. 

Shen Siwang was the first one to avert his eyes. He observes and analyzes System Yang's structure and 

specifications. He was quite amazed by what his brother had made. 

"This is not bad. This allows you to see Jingjing while not even within the mansion. But the materials for 

this are too expensive," said Shen Siwang. 

On the other hand, Xia Jieye replies. 

[It's only expensive because I made sure to put non-poisonous or no lethal materials on it but at the 

same time it was made with something close to unbreakable. I've also placed defensive measures on it 

for Jing'er. Of course, everything I've used is expensive.] 

"Hmm~" 

Shen Siwang let go of System Yang and allowed him to float back to his master, which is Baby Jing. He 

made sure to hide in his Master's soul domain to avoid being caught by Shen Siwang for the second 

time. The Holographic Screen that only can be seen by those whom System Yang had allowed to was still 

floating before Shen Siwang. 

Shen Siwang spoke, "Xieye, my wife and the Mo Family would like to officially see you. If you come over 

you would not need to sneak inside the Mansion like a thief." 

"No need. I have too many enemies. I don't want Jing'er and his family to get involved with it. Plus, the 

Ye Gui race I've made had always hated the Mo Clan. I don't want them to know about Jing'er thought 

they might already know about him," said Xia Jieye 

A frown appeared on Shen Siwang's face, "You shouldn't have made that race in the first place." 



"I thought so too," said Xia Xieye. "I've already forbidden them from coming to my place. You should as 

well restrict their entry into this world and be careful especially with that brat called Ye Mo. The 

resentment he possesses is the strongest within their race." 

"I will keep that in mind. So what is your answer? Are you gonna visit the Mo family and show your face 

or not?" asked Shen Siwang. 

Xia Jieye replied, "No not yet. Unless I cleaned up all my enemies then I won't. Anyway, I have a favor to 

ask you instead." 

"Speak. What is it?" said Shen Siwang. 

The God of Void said, "If something happens to me... Can you seal those memories of me in the little 

one?" 

"Are you sure? Even if we could die, we can only revive. Didn't the Origin say that our first death is his 

last gift? Even if you die once you can enter reincarnation with full memories but only during our first 

death." said Shen Siwang. 

Xia Jieye said, "That's for a normal death. What of it involves the souls?" 

Shen Siwang had halted his words when he heard this. He felt that Xia Jieye knew something. 

"Do you know something I don't know?" asked Shen Siwang. 

Xia Jieye asked, "My soul-bound artifact is missing. I couldn't find it or sense it anywhere. Tell your 

family to be careful." 

"Why are you so careless!? Isn't that the book of life and death of Vearth!? Did you know who took it? 

Any guesses?" asked Shen Siwang. 

Xia Jieye spoke, "I don't know. But I had the feeling it was Ye Mo. The last person who came into the 

mansion before I renovated it was that bastard." 

"Why don't you take it back as soon as possible!?" 

"I can't! Jing'er's name is on the paper we could move. After all, even a newborn baby without merits by 

birth can only be listed in the white list. If I suddenly confront him and he wrote something in the Book 

of Life and death, I wouldn't have enough preparation to destroy the artifact and protect Jing'er at the 

same time. I cannot risk Jing'er life like that!" said Xia Jieye. 

Shen Siwang understood what he meant and no longer scolded him for it. 

Xia Jieye said, "Don't tell the Mo family. If they knew the Ye Gui who keeps their eyes on them would 

definitely know right away. They might use your wife to kill me. Don't stop him by then... That way I can 

drag them all out of their caves and clean them all at the same time. I will block Jing'er's connection to 

the Book of life and death. He might end looking otherwise but his life would never be in danger." 

"How about me I can....." Shen Siwang's words were instantly cut off before he completed his sentence. 

"No need. Have you forgotten that as the Light God it is forbidden for you to get involved in problems 

with regards to darkness? Anyway, just make preparations just in case something happens to me. Your 



wife can inherit the title of the God of Life and Death and work with you. As for the God of Darkness... I 

will make sure it will remain as mine even after rebirth but for a while, you'll lose this title. Don't worry, 

these are just preparations in case something happens to me," said Xia Jieye. 

Shen Siwang spoke, "I will keep your words in mind and also make preparations on my side. As long as 

Jingjing is safe you would be satisfied right?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

"Yes, that's all I need," said Xia Jieye as he didn't realize that his lips slightly curled up when Hei Anjing 

was mentioned. It was as if his source of emotions had become that little baby. 

At this sight, even Shen Siwang was astonished that he covered his mouth to avoid the latter from 

seeing his shock. 

"I'm going now," said Xia Jieye as his face returned apathetically and nonchalantly turned off the 

holographic video call. 

Shen Siwang thought of that rare smile from the God of Void. He was thinking of something and didn't 

detect that someone had been behind him, avoiding the angle where Xia Jieye could see him. Even Shen 

Siwang didn't notice his presence. 

"He was smiling? I'm not seeing things... That Jieye smiled?" mumbled Shen Siwang as his eyes suddenly 

wandered to the sleeping baby inside the crib who was not even more than one year old. 

While thinking of a few things that left the Origin God in dazed, he was startled when he heard his wife's 

voice behind him. 

Mo Baojun, "Hubby dear, it was a lie when you say that you won't even tell me what that man just said 

right?" 

Suddenly hearing his wife's cold tone made Shen Siwang didn't know whether he would turn around to 

meet his angry wife or just run away. It's been a while since he heard this kind of tone from his wife 

when speaking with him. 

"I... Wifey, how much did you... hear?" asked Shen Siwang as he turned around with careful movements. 

He met his wife's cold glare and stiffened for a bit before trying to hug his wife. 

Mo Baojun answered, "I've heard enough. It can be said I heard everything. Even at this moment, he 

doesn't want any help? He even got my little nephew involved. If things unfold as he predicted I 

wouldn't lighten my attacks on him. If he dies at that time then... He deserves it! Hmp!" 

"W-Wifey, if you kill Xieye Jingjing would be sad~" 

"Then I will hold back a bit so he wouldn't die fast." 

"Doesn't that mean he will still die in the end?" 

murmured Shen Siwang as he received a glare and pinch on his waist from his wife and started wiggling 

as a worm poured with salt but he couldn't even raise his voice as they were inside the baby room. 

Hiss~~~ 



--- 

Meanwhile in Inferno. 

The Current Clan leaders and the elders of the Ye Gui race had all gathered. The leader had shown some 

reports about the recent actions their creator had done. This includes the punishment he had bestowed 

to his son Ye Mo and his son's comments about their creator being interested in that newly born child in 

the Mo Clan. The people inside the room were all wearing dark and ugly countenances as they were 

reading the contents of the reports. 

The current leader asked, "What do you guys think?" 

"Is there something to talk about? Isn't this enough proof!?" 

"I can't believe this! This is not real!" 

"He is our creator. Our father figure but who would have thought..." 

"It seems that Young Lord Ye Mo is telling the truth. We should talk about what we should do next?" 

"Is there a way to remove his influence on our race?" 

"Are you guys seriously talking about this? This is betrayal!" 

"He was the first to make such a move. The Creator is no longer the same as before. We must at least 

take back our freedom." 

"But there is only one way to give our race what we want. But by doing so we would become the 

enemies of not only the Mo Clan but also Venerable Ruler Shen Siwang and our creator. Are you still 

going to do it?" 

"What's the way?" 

"It is simple. We need to kill the creator with our own hands." 

Chapter 425: 9.44 Second Blue Star - (Past) Soul Curse 

In his own manor, Ye Mo just received some words from his spies from the main mansion. According to 

the spy, his father and the elders were planning to eliminate their creator to free themselves from the 

control of the God of Void. 

The spy said, "Master, the voting resulted with 6 against 1 who agreed to eliminate the Creator. Only 

one elder didn't accept the plan and left as soon as the voting was finalized." 

"Who was that elder who had gone against the vote?" asked Ye Mo. 

"It is the Grand Elder Ye. He had the most admiration towards the creator and he is not willing to agree 

to that plan at all. He was locked up in the Clan's dungeon until the plan was completed." 

"Grand Elder Ye had been so fearful of karma and things like that. We are Gods. Are those things even 

useful to us?" said Ye Mo. Then he remembered how much the Grand elder cares for the creator and 

ordered, "Keep an eye on the Grand Elder at the Dungeon. Report right away if he did something 

unexpected." 



"Yes, Master." said the spy who once again disappeared to resume his task. 

Ye Mo looks out of his room's window and enjoys his tea. 

"Things are getting so interesting lately. I wonder how the results would end with my father and elders 

foolishly attempting to kill the creator. Once those who need to die all die, the seat as the leader of this 

race should fall on me as the rightful heir~ haha~" said Ye Mo. 

--- 

In the South. 

The territory of the God of Void. 

Xia Jieye had just finished his call with Shen Siwang. System Yue had floated away after the connection 

was cut off from their side. 

[Master, why didn't you tell Lord Shen about his wife's arrival?] 

Xia Jieye answered, "No need to mention it. His guard has been the lowest around that person. It is 

normal he wouldn't notice him approaching like that. Maybe because he trusted him with his life that he 

could do such a thing. Moreover, it is still better if someone from the Mo Clan knew that the Book of Life 

and Death was stolen. 

Though I've removed the death sentence effect on Jing'er, other sentences would still take effect 

thankfully Zhi Yang was there to help Jing'er block any effects from that artifact of mine." 

[Master, Yue had to keep an eye on the Ye Gui Race in Inferno. The current leader and the elders had 

decided to eliminate you for their freedom. Among them only the Grand Elder had declined and was 

imprisoned in the hidden dungeon of the Ye Territory.] 

Xia Jieye said, "Grand elder? What is his name?" 

[Wuye... He is Ye Wuye.] 

"I see. Yue, send a message to Siwang. Tell him in the records of all beings. Rename Ye Wuye to Lou 

Wuye. Afterward, you will sneak into the Ye Gui's territory and bring away the Grand Elder. Leave a 

living clone of him in the dungeon and name it Ye Wuye. With how cruel that Ye Mo is. He would 

definitely try to use the Book of life and death to kill him as he was blocking the way of his plans. This kid 

had taken in too much of my ruthlessness and cruelty. His resentment qi is the strongest among his 

clan." said Xia Jieye. 

[Understood, Master.] 

"Do not call me master. Lord would do," said Xia Jieye. 

[As you wish my lord!] 

--- 

In the past few days, the Ye Guis tries multiple times to either Assassinate or directly kill the God of Void 

but instead, they are all killed on the spot. After gathering all proof of their attempts to kill the God of 



Darkness, the Ye Gui Race was kicked out of Vearth and was considered an exiled race. They were 

treated as criminals and were forbidden to enter Vearth. 

But there are lots of ways of sneaking inside Vearth, they only need to create a fake identity and mask 

their qi. This is what Ye Mo and his people did as they visited Vearth under the orders of his father. Hr 

only agreed to this task after learning from one of his spies that Ye Wuye, the Grand elder of their race 

had died. 

In reality, he had used the book of life and death on him. His death was made as if he was killed with 

natural death. Only he knew that the death of the Grand Elder was him cleaning up the race. As the 

future leader of the Ye Gui, he doesn't want anyone who revered someone else instead of him. 

Since the Grand Elder had admired the God of Void, his creator very much, he also naturally didn't 

wholeheartedly accept his father as his leader. He only accepted him because he was the person the 

God of Void had appointed. 

Since this person would obviously not agree that he becomes the next leader it is better to send him 

ahead of time. 

Ye Mo was having a coffee in some cafe within the city when a spy came over and reported about the 

next plans of his father and elders. 

"Master, the current leader, and some elders had personally sneaked inside Vearth. They plan to 

assassinate the creator with their own hands." said the Spy. 

Ye Mo didn't even look at him as he enjoys his office. "Hm~ I see. You can go ahead and begin the 

preparation to take over the clan. I will make sure they won't be able to come back home." 

"As you wish, My lord. Let this servant congratulate the lord in advance for being the new leader of the 

race." 

"Hahaha~ that will be soon. Make sure to make my enthronement ceremony livelier." 

"The Lord can leave it to this servant." 

"Go ahead and leave." 

Only once his servant left did he take out the Book of Life and Death from his qiankun pouch. He flips 

the white pages and looks for Hei Anjing's name. With how he thinks the book is, it took a while for him 

to find it. Once he saw it he noticed that the white page was turning a bit goldish, almost becoming gold. 

Ye Mo panicked for a moment, despite the page-turning golden it would still take a long time to turn it 

to complete. Though he didn't know what was happening, the white page suddenly turning gold meant 

that the little brat was gaining merits. Once it turned completely gold Hei Anjing would be an 

untouchable being to Ye Mo even if he had this artifact. 

He who hated the Mo Clan to the core would never allow such a thing. Though he didn't know that his 

source of hatred from the Mo, which is the God of Void, had long started to accept the Mo Clan thanks 

to Baby Hei Anjing. It is an outcome that even the person itself would have expected. 



Ye Mo tried to give Hei Anjing a death sentence but the book isn't accepting such orders. For those who 

had gained merit even a tiny bit especially for a unique existence like Hei Anjing this kind of command 

would be withdrawn. He couldn't help but curse after learning that. 

"If I knew someone would help that brat gain merits I would have killed him as soon as possible! Damn," 

murmured Ye Mo. He even ignored the unfriendly states of the other customers on him. "Since I 

couldn't cause your death, eternal suffering should suffice~" 

He started writing sentences on the light golden page commanding the artifact to bring misfortune to 

the toddler named Hei Anjing. He would suffer heartbroken for a few hundreds of years, yearning 

endlessly at something he could never have. Accidentally kills the one he loves the most and gets killed 

in the end. He worlds passages of actions that can be said to be the life history of Hei Anjing. After 

writing the words of Hei Anjing dying he had used up his qi and could no longer continue writing for 

today. Closing the Book of Life and Death, he took a deep breath as if trying to calm his trembling hands. 

The words Ye Mo had written might be useless to the other cultivators but it is already well-known what 

kind of weakness the Mo Clan has. Their weakness is their other half which involves their life, love, and 

all their emotions as one. One this existence is able to harm a Mo. The other half of a Mo is the person a 

Mo Descendant loves the most. This is the most painful thing that can hurt a Mo. Though Hei Anjing's 

Mo bloodline is only half, this is still his weakness. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

"I should be able to continue writing the rest tomorrow. For now, let's focus on the real prey. 

Unfortunately, as the rightful owner of this Artifact, I cannot even use it against him. But this is indeed a 

pretty useful toy to play with," said Ye Mo while holding the Book of life and death 

--- 

The same day, evening. 

The mansion of Mo Clan had fallen into chaos. Mo Yue had run out of Baby's room carrying little Jing'er 

who was suffering from high fever. Hei Sian is following after his wife who was panicking. Mo Yue is 

after all a divine doctor. There is almost nothing he couldn't cure but the current state of his son left him 

bewildered. No healing element or herbs were useful to save his son. He could only use his ice element 

to cool him down little by little. 

Baby Hei Anjing is still a baby, even though he possesses the blessing of ice elements at such a young 

age where he couldn't even control his own temperature is deadly for him. 

Mo Yue said to his husband, "Dear, call Baobei and Brother Wang back home. Tell them something 

happened? to Jing'er!" 

"On it. Honey, calm down and ask Mother-in-law to help you take care of Jing'er. I will be back soon." 

said Hei Sian who disappeared from the house after making a crack in the space. The Hei Clan's special 

element is space. They are able to transfer to one point and another using the Space Portal. 

Mrs. Mo is helping her son to check on her little grandson. She looks so worried as Baby Jing isn't even 

crying even when suffering from such sickness. 

Mo Yue with tears in his eyes asked, "M-Mom, what happened to Jing'er? He suddenly felt so hot that I 

almost couldn't carry him in my hands." 



"Shss~ don't shout. The baby would suffer more... Let me check on him first," said Mrs. Mo. 

Suddenly Mr. Mo, who was standing behind his wife, disappears and no one knows where he had gone. 

Before he disappeared in thin air he glanced at the window and his phoenix-shaped eyes suddenly 

narrowed as if seeing something from the distance. 

On the other hand, Mrs. Mo is checking on her grandson. Though medicine isn't her forte after spending 

a long time in this world, she would be able to pick up a skill or two. Medicine is a hobby she got from 

staying with her husband who is an unparalleled doctor. 

Mrs. Mo frowned for a moment. Like her son, she couldn't pinpoint what was wrong with her grandson. 

"This is weird, his body is completely okay. There are no injuries, sickness, or poison. Darling, can you 

check on our grandson? I really cannot see anything wrong?" said Mrs. Mo as she turned around to look 

for her husband. As if it's a coincidence, once Mrs. Mo looked behind her, Mr. Mo had reappeared 

carrying two men in his hands. He threw them in some corner after freezing their limbs except their 

heads. 

Mr. Mo said, "It's a curse for the soul. It is a forbidden technique that needs a sacrifice." 

"Soul Curse?! Dad, how to remove it?" asked Mo Yue. 

Mr. Mo pointed at the two whom he captured peeking at their house from thousands of miles away. 

"It cannot be removed. You must force the caster to take it back. But making them take it back means 

they will suffer instead. These two are the casters. They might be from that Ye Gui Race you guys always 

talk about." he said. 

The two capture men sneered at them. Even though they were hauled here like chickens by Mr. Mo 

whose cultivation they can not see through, just thinking that the curse cannot be removed unless they 

choose, the curse will remain even after their death. Seeing their arrogant expressions, Mo Yue and the 

rest knew that these two men were thinking of taking advantage of them as they thought they would 

never be forced to take back the curse. 

Chapter 426: 9.45 Second Blue Star - (Past) Ye Gui's Plan 

Knowing the source and the cause of the curse, it would be able to remove it. Mo Yue stared coldly at 

the two Ye Guis who had trespassed their land without any fear of death. Have they forgotten that the 

Mo Clan and the Ye Guis are enemies? 

"W-What are you looking at us like that for? I'm telling you we are from the Ye Gui Race. The God of 

Void had put us under his protection. Do you dare to move us? Are you looking for dea--..." 

Swish~ 

Before one of the men could finish his words, his tongue was cut off without him feeling it. The one who 

made the move is unexpectedly the gentleman Mo Yue who had the mildest temper within the family. 

With a scalpel in his hand, he swiftly cut off the man's tongue. It was only when he tried to talk and felt 

that something was wrong as no sounds were coming out of his mouth that he realized that he had lost 

his tongue. The other person beside him had crawled away from his friend with extreme fear within his 

eyes. 



They had never expected that the Mos would make a move against them despite hearing that the God 

of Void was protecting their race. 

The man whose tongue was cut looked like he was shocked as he didn't know where to put his hand 

near his mouth, blood fell like falls from his mouth as a tiny bit of flesh can be seen in the pool of blood. 

Its pinkish color is clear within the color of red. He shouted voicelessly but unfortunately, he couldn't 

move his arms and legs and could only wriggle. 

"If you won't speak then don't speak forever anymore. Do you think I have a good temper? I ask you to 

answer. If you don't I can cut your body to pieces with my scalpel. As a doctor I have a way to keep you 

alive even if I cut out your heart before your eyes.~" said Mo Yue. He waved his hand one and the ice 

that covered the hands and feet had turned to an ice chain that was connected to the ice floor under 

them. 

The other person who was shocked and terrified to his bone was trembling as he started kowtowing 

when he saw Mo Yue with only a small scalpel in his hand had butchered his companion who was so 

arrogant that his tongue was cut off immediately. 

"Spare me... Please spare me. I will say everything. I'll tell you everything." 

Unfortunately, Mo Yue is ignoring him as he was so angry by what the other man had said. He wanted to 

use up his anger first before talking about real business. The other hand had watched as his companion 

suffered thousands of cuts while still alive. Was scary that the gentle yet cold-looking man who was 

colored in blood in front of him was expressionless during the whole event. After suffering trauma from 

a nightmarish scene the last thing the man saw was Mo Yue feeding his companion some pill. 

After his friend had eaten this pill, he fell on the ground struggling as if something extremely painful was 

done on him. Gritting in pain, none but him could understand how much tormenting pain he is suffering 

from. Regardless, Mo Yue stared at him like a lifeless corpse whom he was waiting to take its last breath. 

This scene just terrified the other person more, he startled trembling, and almost peeped on his pants as 

he saw this scene. They were already Gods, how could a mere scalpel make his friend end up like that. 

With a gentle smile in the corner of his lips and a few droplets tainting his face, Mo Yue turned around 

to look at the other person who trespassed their territory. 

"Hm~ You said that you will tell us everything just now. Why haven't you started talking yet?" said Mo 

Yue while playing with his scalpel. 

Seeing this figure the man's thoughts are, 'There is no one normal in the Mo Clan at all. They were all 

ruthless and cold-blooded.' 

"Y-Yes...? I will tell you everything. It was first because the leader had heard some rumors about the God 

of Void coming over in this territory because of that toddler. Everyone in our race, especially the Young 

Lord, Ye Mo, says that the God of Void is bewitched by... by... by that child!" He pointed at Baby Hei 

Anjing within the arms of Mrs. Mo. 

"Nonsense! My little nephew was just recently born. He couldn't even control qi with such a feeble 

body. Do you guys not have any brains at all!!!" scolded Mo Yaoyun. 



Mr. Mo said, "Yaoyao, don't yell. Jing'er had finally taken a nap despite his fever." he warned his 

daughter. 

Mo Yaoyun helps his nephew lower his heat. His reddish face slightly returns to normal as Mo Yaoyun 

helps him regulate his temperature but it could only stabilize his state and not cure it. As it was not an 

illness in the first place but a curse. 

"Baobei-ge is late. Even Second Brother-in-law Siwang and First Brother-in-law Sian haven't come over 

here yet," said Mo Yaoyun. 

Mrs. Mo thought the same thing. There is no way her second son would take too much time to get 

home during such an emergency unless something happens. Mo Yue noticed that the trespasser looked 

even paler when Mo Baojun and the rest of the Mo Family were mentioned. Obviously, he knew 

something was happening. 

Mo Yue stepped on his hand and said, "Speak. You know something don't you?> Spill everything you 

know!" 

The sound of bones cracking is heard inside the mansion even the agonizing scream of a man can be 

heard echoing within the place. 

AAAHHHH!!!! 

"I am no longer patient. Say Everything in now goes," said Mo Yue as he stomped on the other hand of 

the man which made him scream for the second time. But this time he tried his best to bear the pain as 

he spoke of everything that he knew. 

"ARGH! The plan is for us to put the baby in a bad state so someone would report to the God of Origin 

and his spouse. Only then we would be able to put the blame on our creator the God of Void and have 

the Tyrant kill him for us! The Ye Gui race had long wanted to rebel. But the creator is so strong that 

only a few are able to defeat him. The Origin God wouldn't do such a thing as he is forbidden to harm 

the alter ego but the Tyrant God. Venerable Lord Mo Baojun is different. He is a strong fighter that could 

kill the God of Void. 

But the elders had also predicted that the Tyrant God might not kill the Void God at all because of his 

connection to the God of Origin. During their fight, surely the God of Void would not be able to escape 

unharmed. He might end up half dead. The Leader and the elder sneak into Vearth to assassinate the 

Void God and take this as an opportunity to kill him. That's all I know. We only put a curse on the toddler 

to spark the anger of the Tyrant God. I can remove the curse on the baby but since I am alone it will take 

a while. As we cast it with two people it would take a few hours for me to undo it." 

Mo Yue snorted and said, "Undo the curse. As to what will happen to you after that, I will need to think 

about it. For now, you will be imprisoned in our territory until this farce has ended." 

"Y-You will not... kill me?" 

"I told you I need to think about it. But he failed to remove the curse on my son. You will not even die 

even if you wish to..." said Mo Yue. 

"Y-Yes. Yes. I will do my best." 



--- 

Meanwhile in the God System. 

Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang were on their way home when Hei Sian suddenly appeared before them. At 

the same time, a few men in black-cloaked appeared at the same time as well. Their timing is so good 

that they've even arrived at that place before Hei Sian appeared. Mo Baojun's eyes turned extremely 

cold at the presence of strangers who dared to block his and his husband's path. 

Mo Baojun instantly recognized them just based on their auras. That disgusted dark aura is a bit like that 

annoying person. Just seeing it made him annoyed. 

He mumbled, "So they are finally here." 

"Wifey~ don't blow our plan..." said Shen Siwang in his mind. Their thoughts were connected after the 

completion of the Soul Destined Marriage. Everything they possess was shared with each other. This 

includes their abilities and thoughts. As well as pain and happiness. 

Hmp! 

Shen Siwang spoke, "Why would the Ye Gui race I've restricted to enter my world to appear like this in 

front of this Deity?" 

Lower their heads collectively. 

Those men all collectively greeted the Ruler God before them. Though they weren't born by this 

person's work, their existence was made to entertain him. The God of Void had created them as pawns 

for this man to use but no matter how much time had passed this person had never used them at all. 

Making their only sense of duty fade to nothing and having to follow the order of their creator instead. 

"The Ye Gui race greets the Immortal Ruler of the Light!" 

"Enough! Tell us what you wanted," said Shen Siwang. 

Crack! 

The space beside Mo Baojun had suddenly cracked revealing the appearance of Hei Sian. 

"Baojun, something happened to Jing'er," said Hei Sian. 

Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang said, "What?" then as if understanding something they've all moved their 

heads to look at the Ye Guis who suddenly blocked their way home. 

"Tell me... Is this a mere plan made by the Ye Gui or someone instigates this!?" asked Mo Baojun but as 

the temperature around him had dropped significantly, shows what kind of change in the mode he had. 

"Are you deaf?" 

With a single wave of his hand, the group of men in black-cloaked was imprisoned into ice. No matter 

how much they forcefully destroy it, nothing happened to this ice prison. 

"It's the God of Void. He hated the Mo Clan and asked us to target the young immortal. Everything is 

done under his command. We are only following his orders." 



"If not for that? How can we enter this world which forbids us to enter without his help? After all, the 

one who puts the restriction on our race that does not allow us to enter this world is the God of Origin 

himself. Only the God of Void is able to do such a thing!" 

Shen Siwang bellowed and said, "Don't you put the blame on my brother!" 

"Deity of Light we are telling the truth. We are only following orders." 

"We couldn't defy his commands as we are his creation." 

"We are even forced to harm a young baby like the young immortal." 

"We are forced to do it!" 

In Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang's thoughts. 

'These old guys are better actors than I thought.' 

'Your brother made them too annoyingly well.' 

'Well~ he is good with things like this~ especially creating liars and betrayers like them.' 

'Anyway, I need to go and beat him up now.' 

'Be careful on your way wifey~' 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

'I'll be back soon, hubby~' 

The elders of the Ye Gui were peeking at Mo Baojun's appearance and finally saw the anger on his 

ethereal face. He looks flawless as always as if nothing in the world is able to move him but at this 

moment anger had sprouted on that cold facade. 

Mo Baojun said, "Hmp! I know that bastard isn't any good. Since he already dared to touch my little 

nephew even if you stop me I will not stop this time, hubby!" 

"I... I... Just please don't kill him, Wifey..." said Shen Siwang. 

Mo Baojun snorted and said, "Hmp! It will be based on his attitude this time." 

After saying those words he flew towards the direction of the south. Those who knew Mo Baojun's 

temper well know that he would come over to the God of Void's territory and fight with the Void God. 

But before Mo Baojun had flown towards the south, he glanced down in some direction giving someone 

a cold glare before flying away to beat up someone. 

Ye Mo who was hiding within the city flinched when Mo Baojun glared in his direction. Obviously, the 

person knew that he was watching the fun from a distance. 

Ye Mo murmured as he chuckled, "This was the first time seeing a Mo. They are indeed too beautiful for 

someone to possess." 

Chapter 427: 9.46 Second Blue Star - (Past) Mo Baojun vs Xia Jieye 

Once the Ye Guis caught in Ice Prison saw that Mo Baojun had flown away in anger intending to fight 

with the God of Void, they all smiled inwardly. Just as they thought that Mo Baojun and the rest had 



believed them and that their plan was almost flawless, they met She Siwang golden emerald irises 

staring at them like they were a joke or something. Of course, like his wife he had also noticed Ye Mo 

that evil youngster lurking in the shadows only when the brat had left that Shen Siwang stopped playing 

the role of someone being fooled by these old men. 

Hei Sian, who noticed that his brother-in-law and friend were acting strange, chose to not interfere and 

waited at the corner to watch them. After seeing the reactions of the captured enemy and hearing their 

reasoning, he realized that some kind of plot is happening at this moment. Normally, if something really 

bad happens to his son, the first ones to react are Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang Who adore his baby boy 

the most. But they showed anger instead of concern, this only means that they had already expected 

this thing to happen and that Hei Anjing would never be in danger. 

After Mo Baojun had left, Hei Sian approached his friend and said, "Wang, did you and Saozi already 

know this would happen? How about my son?" he asked. 

Shen Siwang turned around to look at his friend who was still in some dimensional crack, only his upper 

half was seen. He even leans on the crack as if he is looking out some window instead of being inside a 

space crack. 

"Jieye had warned me about this. My wife also knew about it. Don't worry about Jingjing Jieye having 

already blocked any death sentence from his artifact under little nephew's name." said Shen Siwang. 

But Hei Sian was a bit startled himself though he remained calm as usual. He could somehow guess what 

happened especially after being a long-time friend of Shen Siwang he knew what kind of person Xia Jieye 

is. He might be cold and detached from everyone except Shen Siwang but once this person got attached 

to someone, the person would be his most important person. 

To a possessive man like the God of Void, he would allow anything or anyone to put his precious life into 

danger much less harm them. Though he learned about it just lately, he knew that the person who 

sneaks in the mansion almost every night to play with his son is none other than Xia Jieye. Was shocked 

at first but because both Mo Baojun and Shen Siwang say it will be okay if he let him be. He also 

informed his wife and was okay with it, after all, Mo Baojun is the hardest to please and get his trust. If 

he says Xia Jieye is okay it means he is definitely not a bad person who would harm Baby Hei Anjing. 

Hei Sian responded, "His artifact got stolen again? Who is it this time? Is it that brat who was hiding just 

now?" 

"You notice him as well? He is quite careless just now that his presence was left detected in that split 

second," said Shen Siwang. 

Hei Sian, "Isn't he just got either frightened or bewitched by your wife? It's not like this is the first time 

someone fell at first sight with our wives when in public. Their genes are so powerful that all of them 

possess a Celestial Beauty and flawlessness. Anyway since things are okay here. I'm going back to my 

wife and informing him about this. You should clean up those old men who were shocked by our 

conversation. Heh!" 

Then within that space crack, Hei Sian once again disappears afterward the cracks on the space repair 

itself and everything had returned to normal. From behind him, those from the race of Ye Gui look at 

Shen Siwang in disbelief. Just based on the conversation between the Origin God and the God of 



Punishment, their plans were already seen through by the opposite group. This means they knew that 

appearing before them is a plot to make the rest of them think that their schemes were done well. 

"Y-You guys knew!!!?" 

"Impossible! How can you know!?" 

"Lie. Didn't the Tyrant fly away to the south to fight the Void God? They are lying. Not possible!" 

Shen Siwang smiled like he is a gentle and friendly person. As the embodiment of light, he looks majestic 

and holy at the same time. Like his title and position as one of the ruler gods, he is a sacred existence. 

The one and only God of Light. 

"My wife flew away indeed to beat up the God of Void for a different reason. This was done to make 

sure the other part of your team would end up assassinating Jieye in the end. Sadly, none of you here 

can see that ending~" said Shen Siwang as he controlled the light from the sun to turn them to ashes 

and even melt that eternal ice their prison was made of. 

When the light from the sun fell on them, the agonizing pain of burning alive and turning to ashes that 

even their very soul was charred is something they had suffered before perishing. The wailing sounds of 

their last scream can be heard in the God System City. 

AAAAAHHH NO! NO! I DON'T WANT TO DIE. AAAAAHHHHH GOD OF LIGHT SPARE US!!!! NOOO!! 

Shen Siwang watched them perish without any expression on his face. He still looks so gentle yet so 

apathetic. He was never a kind God in the first place. This is a God of Light that is only caring towards his 

wife, Mo Baojun, and those who are important to his other half. 

--- 

Meanwhile in the South. 

The God of Void had been receiving reports to System Yue about what was happening in the Mo 

Household and the movements of the Ye Gui race that infiltrated Vearth. He also knew that Mo Baojun 

was about to come over. 

[My Lord someone put a Soul Curse on the little master Hei but it was about to be removed after the 

eldest descendant of the Mo Family, Mo Yue extorted those his father had captured. As expected they 

were the casters.] 

"I know. Tell Zhi Yang to help Jing'er ease his pain. He can take anything to the System Storage which is 

connected to my warehouse." said Xia Jieye. 

[Message sent, My Lord. Second report: Few elders had to stop the Tyrant God, Mo Baojun, and his 

spouse, the God of Origin, Shen Siwang saying that it was the Lord who had commanded them to do all 

those things. The Tyrant God is coming over to fight the Lord. Should the lord make some preparations?] 

"No need. Against him no matter what restrictions of formations, he could destroy it. I will fight Mo 

Baojun. Keep the surveillance on Ye Mo especially and the rest of the Ye Gui race." 



[As you wish, my lord. At the moment, Ye Mo is hiding in the shadows of the elder who swore to serve 

him. The current leader and the rest of the alive Ye Gui were waiting at that place for the Lord to fall on 

their trap. As for Venerable Lord Mo, he is...] 

Xia Jieye looked beyond his ceiling's roof and felt that someone was hovering above his mansion. He 

knew who it was after feeling the deadly coldness and scent of Snow. 

"Tsk! He arrives so fast. Did he want to beat me up that much!" murmured the God of Void. 

After saying those things the sound of something breaking and the alarming bells Xia Jieya put all over 

his house can be heard all over the whole land in the south. 

BBBAAAAMMM!! CCRAACCKKS~ 

Xia Jieye's comment, "There goes my high-grade Defensive Sword Formation destroyed in an instant! 

Did he have to use a Soul Artifact to demolish my home!?" 

[My lord, I think it wasn't just the formation that was destroyed just now.] 

"Hah? What are you talking about? Then before his eyes, the other half of his mansion fell in front of 

him. There is a clear cut in his mansion walls instantly demolishing the other half of his house. Mo 

Baojun had cut his mansion into two equal halves with the other half immediately falling to ruins." 

[T-The mansion... It was cut off into half?] said System Yue in wonder as he knew what kind of rare 

materials his Lord's mansion is made of. There is no way an ordinary weapon would be able to destroy 

its foundation much less slash the walls with a clean-cut like this one. 

Xia Jieye couldn't hold back a curse in shock. 

"What the fuck!?" 

Then when he looked up at the sky and saw the culprit who had just smashed his house looking 

emotionless and cold. If not because he saw the mirth within those blue shade irises that he would 

almost believe that Mo Baojun came here to kill him for real. 

Mo Baojun floats in the sky and stares at Xia Jieya expressionless, "God of Void. Even though I know you 

hated my family this deity never expected you would even harm a toddler who was merely one year old. 

You dare to harm this Deity's nephew!" he said. But despite that Xia Jieye saw something else beyond 

that deadpan face of this Tyrant God. His gaze was somewhat taunting as if saying 'I destroyed your 

house for fun. What can you do to me? Hehe~'. 

As expected Xia Jieye's expression turned gloomy at this moment. He needed to show anger on his face 

but he was showing emotions for real as he was so pissed off that his house ended in ruins because of 

this annoying person he doesn't get along with. 

Xia Jieye, the God of Void said, "You!!! How dare you (destroy) come (my house) over here!?" 

"I (destroyed it) came (so what?) what can you do to me? Since you dare to harm this Deity's little 

nephew, I also dare to beat you up for it," said Mo Baojun who pulled out his scythe. 



This is his soul weapon, an artifact that could reap anyone's life he wanted to take regardless of their 

existence. It could even be used to slay a God or destroy its soul. As a Death Scythe, it was a deadly 

weapon that could slay even immortals. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝐦 

The reason Mo Baojun is called the Tyrant God is partly because of this weapon. A few hundreds of 

years ago just after the God of Void created the Ye Gui race countless of Ye Guis had died under this 

blade. It was because of the nature of the Ye Gui to hate the Mo Clan that they came to attack them that 

time. 

But everything was put under control when this Tyrant God stood before his home and protected 

everyone with just this Scythe in his hand. Shen Siwang didn't even interfere when more than half of the 

first generation of Ye Gui Race had died under this lethal weapon. This is also why the Ye Gui Race hated 

the Mo Family so much. Because Mo Baojun had taken too many lives of their race that it had become a 

blood feud against two different groups. 

Seeing this dangerous weapon Xia Jieye knew that Mo Baojun was seriously trying to beat him to death. 

For a person like Mo who had a clear line between likes and dislikes, he knew that this Tyrant God had 

hated him the most. He hasn't apologized for his past actions yet and he is already planning to take 

away their youngest nephew. 

After filling out a black sword with him, Xia Jieye jumped towards Mo Baojun and started exchanging 

moves with their weapons. The sparks and sounds of weapons clashing can be heard all over the land. 

Their every slash was powerful enough to destroy whatever was around them. 

Xia Jieye shouted, "(How dare you decimate my house!?) I'm going to fight you to death!" 

"Hmp! So what? Come over and kill me if you have the guts!" responded Mo Baojun. 

Then they've started fighting all over the South territory moving to the Central territory where the city is 

located. Their exchange took a lot of his focus on them. On the other hand, Shen Siwnag who was left 

alone in the City had longed to evacuate those who lived there and promised to compensate them after 

the fight. 

Chapter 428: 9.47 Second Blue Star - (Past) At the last moment 

Forestry was burned and iced. Buildings were destroyed and cities, as well as everything about it, we're 

about to end in ruins. The one who cause it was only two people who caused it. The Tyrant God and the 

God of Void. They fight each other without caring for their surroundings. In the end, the city had fallen 

into ruins in a sea of black flames and the other was a white frosty Iceland. 

They fought until both had their elegant robes disheveled. There are a few sliced parts on their clothing 

and scratches on their arms and neck. But unlike Xia Jieye, the God of Void who was covered in traces of 

blood, Mo Baojun remains clean even though his injuries didn't bleed. He wasn't bleeding not because 

he doesn't have blood but because the ice elements froze the blood preventing it from falling. He looks 

as clean as always. Untainted and so powerful. 

If not for the blade of his scythe soaked in blood, no one would realize he is fighting. The blade of this 

weapon is currently hanging over the neck of the God of Void. Between him and the God of Void, the 



latter looks like he is losing. Under Xia Jieye's feet was a small pool of his own blood, his injuries were a 

bit gruesome to be seen by those with a weak stomach. 

A wounded Xia Jieye said to Mo Baojun with a smirk on his face, "You are too much, Tyrant!" he yelled. 

Complaining about the current state indirectly. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓶 

The cold-faced Mo Baojun slightly raised his thin eyebrows and said, "Don't you deserve it?" He was 

happy with the result of their clashing. 

Using telepathy Mo Baojun said, {Act properly. That sinister child Ye Mo and the other Ye Gui had 

arrived.} 

{I know. I can see them in the shadows watching. But how can you beat me too much!? It fucking hurts!} 

complained the God of Void. 

Mo Baojun: {All of it are superficial wounds, A'Wang can heal those in seconds! Stop complaining, we 

need to make it look real to lure them all out!} 

{Tch! Just say you wanted to beat me up so much. What's with the roundabout reasoning!} 

{Since you know, don't ask. Say your lines already. I want to go home soon.} 

{I never expected you to be this childish!} 

{This lord also didn't expect you to be so talkative! Say your lines already!} 

An evil smirk appeared in the upturned lips of the Void God as he could even ignore the blade hanging 

on his neck. 

The God of Void said, "Do not think you won just because you had defeated me? Do you think I would 

let that thing exist!? For an aberrant clan like yours, it is better if you don't increase too much in number 

else who would be able to stop you if you wanted the origin itself!" 

"How many times did I need to say this? This Deity doesn't like power and authority, give all those to 

A'Wang," said Mo Baojun. "I'm too lazy to care about the lives of other people. There are all strangers 

whose life and death had nothing to do with me. Except for A'Wang and my family, the rest... I DO NOT 

CARE AT ALL." 

For the first time in his life, the God of Void was jealous of his alter ego. He and Siwang had an existence 

that is unique to this world. You can say that they held the source of the universe's energies and were 

omnipotent. Both he and Shen Siwang were favorites of the Origin. They were treated equally and the 

only difference is the main element they possess but aside from those everything they receive from the 

Origin always comes in two. 

There is nothing in this world that doesn't fear them until the Mo Clan suddenly appears. No, it's more 

like Shen Siwang had coincidentally found them. They were living in his creation like normal beings but 

the latter doesn't remember creating them. They are another existence that is unique to the world. 

When Shen Siwang found his other half, it would be a joke if he said that he wasn't jealous. Xia Jieye 

didn't know whether Mo Baojun and the Mo Clan were solely made by the Origin for him alone. He was 



so envious. He wanted to have a family and a person to love for his whole life but unfortunately, there is 

only Mo Baojun and only one Mo Clan. He can never have the same thing. 

The strongest within the Mo family fell in love with Siwang which made the God of Void as if he was 

being left behind. This is the reason why he doesn't accept the Mo Clan. He was jealous., Since he 

couldn't have the same thing, his alter ego doesn't have the right to have them as well. 

So after making them undergo tribulations and successfully still ended up together he finally gave up 

and left them alone. He stayed away from them, as far as possible. But fate does not allow him to be 

alone. When he met Baby Hei Anjinh for the first time, he had always felt that this little creature was too 

weak. Too fragile, so delicate that one touch would destroy it. 

But despite its fragility, it is still the only small creature that didn't fear him at all. Those round and big 

blue eyes met his crimson ones. It was so clear that he could even see his own reflection on it. So pure 

and beautiful. At that moment, Xia Jieye felt that this little thing was born for him. Someone whom he 

would care for, someone he can love unconditionally, and someone he is willing to protect even in 

exchange for his life. 

He didn't know when he had those thoughts. All he knew was that Hei Anjing makes him happy and 

serene. Being by his side made him complete and satisfied. Sadly, the little one is too small to live with 

him so until then he will stay by his side and protect him with everything he gets. 

He continued their act as he showed malice towards Mo Baojun, though it was fake those who didn't 

know that these two ate acting will definitely think they hated each other too much. 

His eyes were fierce as he glared at Mo Baojun in front of him. Within his eyes were red flames that 

could burn anything, even the eternal ice that the Mo Clan possessed. Because of this, his existence 

became the only thing that could contend against Mo. 

"Hah~ Mo Baojun, since this lord is going to die. I will not die without sacrifices." said the God of Void. 

In the corner of his eyes, he was startled to see the couple, Mo Yue and Hei Sian, coming over with a 

healthy Hei Anjing with them. Then he saw Ye Mo within the darkness moving secretly towards the new 

couple and the little one. He was frightened when he saw Ye Mo throw a teleport talisman towards Hei 

Anjing. 

Neither Mo Baojun nor the couple expected this move from the enemy. They were also caught off guard 

when they saw the talisman suddenly attached to Baby Hei Anjing. In that split second the one who 

made the move the fastest is unexpectedly the God of Void, Xia Jieye, he snatched the one-year-old Hei 

Anjing carried by Mo Yue who appeared coincidentally in the place the two are fighting. After taking the 

baby Anjing with him, this Void God had suddenly disappeared within the darkness because of the 

teleport talisman no one had brought away those two. 

"JING'ER!!!" The others who were left in the city were stunned and dumbfounded. They could only yell 

and couldn't help the two who were taken without permission. 

Mo Yue yelled, "What happened? Where are they!? My son? Xia Jieye?" he said while panicking. 



Neither Hei Sian nor Mo Baojun had good faces at this moment. They had never expected someone who 

kidnapped Hei Anjing under their noses. If not for Xia Jieye's fast actions, the baby would be lost without 

any protection. 

Mo Baojun saw the new blood traces on his scythe when Xia Jieye moved just now his neck was cut a bit 

due to his sudden movements. His soul artifact had the ability to weaken someone who had been cut by 

his blade in any vital area. Just now, Xia Jieye was definitely cut. 

"Shit! Big brother calms down. Jing'er would be okay Xia Jieye would definitely not allow him to be 

hurt." said Mo Baojun. 

Mo Yue, "I know about that. They are a fated pair. Of course, there is no way Xia Jieye would let Hei 

Anjing die. I am more worried about him. What if they get surrounded by enemies, he is alone with a 

baby to protect!" 

Shen Siwang finally appeared after capturing all the Ye Guis lurking in the shadows. Once he appeared 

he illuminated the whole area with light, instantly blinding those Ye Guis and making them suffer to 

capture them all. Light is the strongest bane of the Ye Gui race. 

"What happened? I've suddenly lost my connection with Jieye. Did something happen? Hm~ where is 

he, Wifey? Brother-in-law, Sian why are you guys here?" asked Shen Siwang. 

Hei Sian with a frown and worry on his face said, "Someone kidnapped Anjing before our eyes. Your 

brother jumped in a split second to where our son was taken. They've used a teleport talisman whose 

coordinates I can't pinpoint in a short time. Wang helps me look for the coordinates. Help me check the 

location of the coordinates after." 

He nodded his head but still asked, "Why did you bring Jingjing here?" 

"I... I wanted to stop you guys and Jing'er started crying non-stop so we came to look for you. He might 

be worried about Xia Jieye so... So... We came over... And that happened..." said Mo Yue, completely 

feeling guilty as he was the one who decided to bring his son here with his husband. 

Never would they have thought that they would be taken to surprise and lose the two whom they 

wanted to meet with. 

Shen Siwang said, "Jieye made a move to save Jingjing and they both disappeared then that is fine. Jieye 

can protect Jingjing... Wifey, what's wrong?" 

"He... He might have a hard time... When he moved just now my soul-bound weapon hurt his vitals. He 

would be weakened for a short time. Hubby finds them as soon as possible! They are in danger!" said 

Mo Baojun as his cold face finally showed extremely rare panic. This shows how dangerous the situation 

of Xia Jieye and Hei Anjing is. 

--- 

Meanwhile, Xia Jieye successfully hugged Baby Hei Anjing before he was completely transferred 

somewhere with him. They appeared in a dark land which is full of only lava, fire, and darkness. Hei 

Anjing was hugging Xia Jieye's neck tightly as if his life depended on it. When that weird force pulled him 

into some space crack, he felt that he would die alone and get separated from his family. He couldn't 



even talk yet nor control this soft body. Just when he thought he would die alone, Hei Anjing saw Xia 

Jieye jumping towards him and hugging him. 

Baby Jing heard him whisper, "Don't be afraid, Jing'er. Xia is here. I will protect you." 

Chapter 429: 9.48 Second Blue Star - (Past) Enemies' Collaboration 

In the land of lava, fire, and darkness. 

The scenery on this planet is not human-friendly. There are active volcanoes spitting almost endless 

lavas. The land under their feet was black after being covered in volcanic ashes and fire as if it was 

burned to charcoal. There are no greenies and even the sky is crimson due to the influence of 

temperature and chemical reactions. If Xia Jieye and Hei Anjing didn't possess the body of a God, they 

would never survive in such an eerie place. 

Xia Jieye was woken by the whimpering sound near his ears. Suffering slight dizziness and nausea from 

the sudden space teleportation made him experience motion sickness. 

Wuwuwu~ Wuwuwu~ Wuwuwu~ 

Opening his eyes, his crimson irises were revealed, its shade is darker than a normal red color and 

murkier making it a gloomier shade of scarlet but under the moonlight, it glows like a polished garnet 

gemstone and left an inhuman touch to those who see his eyes. 

"Argh~ where the hell are we?" said Xia Jieye as soon as he woke up. Seeing Baby Jing'er cries made his 

heart hurt. He took out a thick blanket from his storage and wrapped it gently around Baby Jing and he 

hugged him tightly in his arms preventing him from falling. 

Wuwuwu~ Wuwuwu~ Wuwuwu~ 

"Don't cry, Jing'er. I'm here. Xia will bring you back home okay. Please stop your tears, it makes my heart 

hurt seeing you cry like that Shush~" coaxed Xia Jieye as he wipes the baby's tears with a soft 

handkerchief he took from his storage as well. He only stopped rocking until Baby Jing fell asleep in his 

arms. 

Landing a kiss on Baby Jing's clean forehead, "Sleep well Jing'er~" whispered the God of Jieye with a 

small smile on his rigid face. 

After putting the little creature to sleep he looked around the eerie land they had landed too, Xia Jieye 

felt a prickling pain from his neck. When he touched it he saw blood from his fingertips and hissed only 

then did he feel the pain quite strongly. 

"Hiss~ it got cut when I suddenly moved before. That soul weapon of that Tyrant is as sharp as his 

tongue. Both are poisonous. Damn! Is this wound the reason I can't properly use my qi?" mumbled Xia 

Jieye as he tried healing his wounds. 

But as an embodiment of darkness, affinity in light elements isn't that good. He could heal scratches 

with it but against fatal injuries it is useless. He could only use his blood element to increase the 

regeneration effects of his blood in his body and close up the wounds. It took a few looks for Xia Jieye to 

recognize where he was. 



"This is... Inferno? Since when did the Ye Gui's able to control Space spells that could transfer people to 

far distances such as world to world. Only the Hei is supposed to be able to do such a thing." murmured 

Xia Jieye. 

It was at this time that few people appeared before him. Be recognized few from the Ye Gui race like Ye 

Mo and his father but he also knew that person standing with them. He immediately guessed a few 

things when he saw this old man's dull gray eyes which is a bloodline feature of that clan. 

[My Lord, this person is the current Clan Leader of the Hei Clan and Lord Hei Sian's biological father, Hei 

Yinan.] 

In his thoughts, Xia Jieye spoke to System Yue. Yue is a system that is solely connected to System Yang. 

Regardless of time, distance, or space, they are able to communicate with each other. This is why he had 

given System Yang to Hei Anjing. With Zhi Yang on his side, he would be able to communicate or contact 

him no matter what. 

Carrying Hei Anjing in his arms he didn't feel System Yang anywhere around Baby Jing. It means Zhi Yang 

was either sleeping or not with Anjing. 

'Yue, check where Zhi Yang is. If he is in Vearth tell him to go find Siwang and say that we are in Inferno. 

But make preparations, the Hei and Ye Guis are working together. As well as to come as soon as 

possible, at my current state it is a bit impossible to leave here unscathed while protecting Jing'er. Most 

of these people have the Mythical Cultivation stage and two are Celestial Immortals! After you finish 

staying in Jing'er Soul Domain. Keep him asleep and make sure to protect him no matter what!" 

[My Lord, how about you? At your current state you can barely use half of your original cultivation.] 

'Blame that Stupid Tyrant for that. Who made his Soul Weapon to instantly seal off a part of my 

cultivation by just slashing my vitals once. Do as you are told. Jing' er' safety is your top priority. You 

can... Ignore me.' said Xia Jieye as he put out his black sword out of thin air and stood straight while 

keeping almost all of his attention to Baby Jing in his arms. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝓂 

[A-As you wish, my lord!] 

Out of nowhere, the God of Void's face turned cold and emotionless as he stared at these guys who 

instantly surrounded them the moment they arrived. 

Ye Mo was the most surprised to see their creator standing in front of them. They had all come over 

here the moment Xia Jieye lost to Mo Baojun after they kidnapped Hei Anjing, the youngest generation 

of the Mo Clan. 

This is because of the secret collaboration their race had with the Hei Clan. They wanted to do 

something that would piss off and make the Mo Clan panicked while the Hei Clan wanted to get their 

heir instead. After all, Hei Anjing is half a Mo and half a Hei. This makes this old immortal, Hei Yinan, as 

Baby Jing's paternal grandfather. 

Unfortunately, Hei Yinan is the type to care more about power and authority instead of familial love. 

Ever since the birth of Hei Anjing, neither Mo Yue nor Hei Sian wanted their son to meet someone from 

the Hei Clan. This is because Hei Sian had been long expelled by his clan even before he married Mo Yue. 



But after Hei Sian got married to Mo Yue, who was prestigious and regal the Mo Clan is, made the greed 

for power of the Hei Clan awaken. This is the reason why Hei Sian never returns to his clan. Except for 

his elder brother's family, the people of this clan are extremely greedy especially Hei Yinan. 

The last time the father and son had met each other, Hei Yinan asked Hei Sian to use his wife's family's 

fame to increase the power of their clan. Using all resources of the Mo Clan to make the Hei Clan the 

most powerful among all immortal clans. Because of this, the conversation between the two had ended 

badly and their relationship turned sour to the point that Hei Sian even proclaimed that he no longer 

had any connection to the Hei Clan after that event. 

Since that day, Hei Sian no longer treated the Hei Clan as his family clan and even declared that his 

relationship with his father had been cut off and no matter what happens to him no longer got anything 

to do with this. The Hei Clan after this had almost lost their noble status and they all hated Hei Sian for 

being a white-eyed wolf. 

The Hei had hidden within their clans since that day. But it seems that their greed cannot be held back 

any longer, especially after hearing that a descendant of Mo with half of their Hei Clan's bloodline was 

born. Hei Anjing is a baby that possesses the blood of Mo and Hei. Hei Yinan after hearing this felt that 

this child is their biggest opportunity. As long as the child grew up in his Hei Clan, this child would be 

biased to their side and it will be easier to influence the Mo Clan afterward. 

Thinking of this, he had secretly approached the race that hated the Mo Clan the most, which is the Ye 

Guis. Their collaboration is that when the Ye Guis are in danger, Hei Yinan must save them once in 

exchange they will help him kidnap the youngest descendant of the Mo Clan. 

Surprised to see the Void God, the Ye Guis didn't know whether to run away or attack him. They had 

witnessed his battle with the Tyrant God. Though this person ended up losing to Mo Baojun his strength 

is still countless stages above theirs. Ye Mo was especially frightened of him. 

Ye Mo stutters as he speaks, "W-Why... Why are you... Here!?" 

The current leader of Ye Gui still showed his respect towards their creator even after their rebellion. 

"My lord, our dear creator, welcome to our little star." 

"I see. You even collaborate with the Hei Clan to abduct the little one. I told you to mind your business 

and you still touch this child. Are you betraying this lord for real!?" said the God of Void as he scrutinized 

each and everyone one of them. The Ye Guis was frightened by their Lord's glare, though they had 

rebelled their fear towards this being who made them is instilled within their souls. 

On the other hand, the old immortal from the Hei Clan is calm even though seeing the God of Void in 

front of him, Hei Yinan's eyes are still focused on the bundle within his arm. Though he couldn't see the 

appearance of the baby, Hei Yinan knew that it was his one-year-old grandson, Hei Anjing. 

The Void God threatens, "Your eyes aren't likable. Move it! Unless you want this lord to pluck it out for 

you!" said Xia Jieye as he glared sharply at the old immortal of the Hei Clan. 

Seeing his reaction made Xia Jieye feel that his most precious person is being preyed upon. He would 

only cover Hei Anjing with darkness and prevent the others from looking at him. This reaction made 



even Hei Yinan who meets the God of Void the first time startled. He never expected this man to be 

possessive and overprotective towards his grandson to such an extent. 

Ye Mo's father was speechless. Though he had heard a few things from his son about their creator being 

obsessed with the youngest Mo, seeing it for himself is more believable. 

"This is really..." 

"I told you right, father. The Lord is no longer the same," said Ye Mo. "He must have jumped towards the 

toddler before the transfer was completed. That's why he appeared here. He looks weakened from his 

battle with the Tyrant God, what should we do, father?" 

The current leader of the Ye Gui race didn't respond right away but glanced at the other Celestial 

Immortal like him which is the Old Immortal from the Hei Clan. 

"Old Hei, what do you want to do?" he asked. 

Hei Yinan replied, "I cannot leave my own grandson to a stranger. Help me take my grandson back." 

"Sigh~ Well then I will abide by our contract. Surround him and... attack. He is weakened due to his fight 

with the Tyrant. Do your best to kill him!" said the current leader of the Ye Gui. 

The command was issued and almost all fighters from the Ye Gui and Hei Clan had surrounded the God 

of Void. Regardless of his situation, Xia Jieye is calm and reasonable but only at this moment that he felt 

the fear that those weapons might scratch the little one within his arms. Just thinking about it made him 

angry. In his rage, all darkness in the world gathered upon his wish, and the sky in inferno turned to 

black as if the abyss itself had swallowed the world. 

Within that darkness, only the blood-red eyes of Xia Jieye can be seen and they heard his voice 

everywhere within that darkness. 

"Since you are asking for death then this lord will grant your wishes..." 

Chapter 430: 9.49 Second Blue Star - (Past) His First Farewell. 

The heaven and earth turned to black as the darkness swallowed anything in the world of Inferno. The 

sky within this world was devoid of light and only darkness is present at this moment. 

The Ye Guis had long known about the powers of their creator. This total darkness is the domain of the 

God of Void. The abyss is his power himself. No one knew how to live in darkness as they had forgotten 

about this feeling after they were born. 

As a baby, before coming out into the world they only knew about darkness. They cannot open their 

eyes inside their mother's womb and their world is filled with water. But in that place, they had lived for 

10 months and one could say that humans had lived in pure darkness in those 10 months. 

After being born and exposed to the light, they had forgotten how to survive in darkness. In the end, 

surviving in the darkness alone as humans are social animals is an impossible thing to do. But the God of 

Void is an exception, as a being born in the darkness himself. Abyss is his home, his power, and his 

sanctuary. Everything the darkness holds is under his control. He is the strongest in the darkness. 



After the Ye Guis and the Hei were captured in the darkness he asked System Yue to materialize in 

human form and left the sleeping Baby Jing in his care. 

"Yue, take care of Jing'er. Your priority is to protect him, stay in my shadows, and don't come out unless 

something happens." said the God of Void. 

[My lord, are you going to fight? The aura I feel on you is already too weak. There are two Celestial 

Immortals and hundreds of Mythical Immortals in there. Is it because of your soul artifact? You are 

blocking its effect on Young Lord Hei all this time!?] 

".... Just do as you are told. Have you messaged Zhi Yang yet?" 

[I did. But when the Ye Guis left Vearth they destroyed all the space portals connected outside and Lord 

Hei Sian had to create one that is connected to this world. They are on their way. Please hold one, My 

lord!] 

"I see..." replied Xia Jieye as he allowed himself to be swallowed by darkness and take control of it. 

Using his senses within the darkness he could see anything in that black domain. 

The people of Ye Guis and the Hei Clan had gathered on a spot surrounded by fire made by the Ye Guis. 

Their main element is still fire after all. Dew fireballs float all over the group as they observe their 

surroundings. Xia Jieye observes them in silence like a looming assassin that can reap their lives in that 

darkness. 

Ye Mo is hiding behind his father but he looks calm even in this situation. Among the others, only some 

cultivators below Mythical could hide their fear especially for those in Hei who had never experienced 

this before. 

"Darkness on the north, south, east, and west. When our qi was all used up there would only be 

darkness in this world." 

"No.no.No! T-This is not possible. I don't want to die. Not here!" 

"I'm not afraid of the dark but why... Just why do I feel so terrified of this darkness." 

Those with weak mentality had acted this way, "Let me out. Let me out. Let me go. I don't want to be 

here. I DON'T WANT TO DIE. AAHHH!" 

Suddenly a weapon was stabbed through his heart. This sword is made of black material and the blade 

of the sword itself retains an obsidian color. No one noticed where the sword had come about. It seems 

to just materialize out of nowhere. 

Everyone was shocked and terrified about such a sight. They've all raised their vigilance in case the 

owner of the domain had attacked again. With a weapon in their hands, they look around only to see 

darkness and darkness alone increase their fear to the fullest. 

"Rise your guard. He is here!" said the current leader of the Ye Gui race. Among them, he is the calmest 

as he has gotten used to this kind of darkness for serving the God of Void for a very long time. His 

clansmen followed his order, despite their fear they still increased their vigilance which at the very least 

lessened the probability of being the next target. 



As expected, the next targets were chosen from the Hei Clansmen who came with Hei Yinan. They were 

killed one by one in the darkness and only their screams could be heard. 

AAAHHHH! SAVE ME! I DON'T WANT TO DIE! AAAAHHHH! PLEASE SPARE ME! NOOOO!!! 

Their numbers started to diminish at a fast pace and mostly those in Hei suffered from this death. When 

Xia Jieye is about to attack someone in the Ye Gui race they could barely block it or dodge it away but 

there are also some who couldn't block him. His attacks were precise and cruel. All slashes and stabs 

were hitting all vitals on the human body. 

Some got their neck slashed, stabbed in the heart crippled with their limbs and some were even cut to 

half horizontally and vertically. It was a ruthless sight to behold but the darkness itself hides it from their 

naked eyes. It was as if the darkness had eaten their corpse but in reality, it was there wherein they died 

only hidden within the darkness. 

The current leader of the Ye Gui glanced at Hei Yinan and they had exchanged something between their 

eyes like they were planning something. It was this time that the current leader started spouting words 

trying to make the God of Void appear. He had taken the Artifact, the Book of Life and Death, from his 

son's possession when he saw him using it one day. 

In the beginning, he didn't believe that it was their creator's artifact. Moreover, it is a soul-bound one. 

This is a soul artifact that only an Immortal Ruler can possess. It could affect anything and anyone within 

Vearth. Only when he saw the effects did he know this thing was real. This is their creator's real soul-

bound artifact. 

Ye Mo was frightened by what his father was thinking. When his father saw this artifact his reaction 

wasn't joy like he had felt but instead more fear. 

"F-Father, what are you going to do!?" asked Ye Mo with a trembling voice. He grabbed his father's 

robes in that darkness and tried to steal away the artifact. He had a premonition that his father was 

planning something completely selfless. 

Ignoring all the dying people around them his father smiled at him for the first time. Ye Mo was taken 

aback and was stunned for the first time in his life. He was suddenly enveloped in a warm embrace and 

heard his father's gentle voice as if coaxing him. 

"Mo'er, I had to remove your and you're people's name from our race genealogy tree. You are now not 

affected by the restrictions of our race. Leave freely and do not come back for revenge." his father 

whispered to his ears. 

Ye Mo mumbled, "F-Father what are you talking..." he was suddenly pushed away by his father, and Hei 

Yinan had grabbed him. 

"Please leave my son somewhere safe." said the current leader of the Ye Gui to the old immortal of Hei. 

Hei Yinan nodded his head and pulled out something from his robe. Then he threw it above them and 

then an overwhelming and blinding light appeared within the dark domain. This caught Xia Jieye 

surprised and almost felt blinded by the light. Even so, he unconsciously protected his shadow behind 

him. Covering his hurting eyes which were forced closed Xia Jieye heard the voice of his creation. 



ARGH! 

That split second was enough for the current leader of the Ye Gui to know where their creator is. He 

jumped towards that person holding the Book of Life and Death. 

He said, "Please forgive us. I have sinned of harming the Lord!" said the current leader of Ye Gui. 

Only then did Xia Jieye understand what he was planning to do. He wanted to self implode to destroy his 

artifact and fatally hurt him. This will allow the rest to escape from him. 

Xia Jieye yelled, "YOU DARE!" 

"I'm sorry my lord." 

"Since you choose to do this! Then everyone can die with us!" said Xia Jieye in the last moment before 

the current leader of Ye Gui exploded. He took back his domain and chained the rest to where they 

were. He shrank the darkness covering him and his shadows in that split moment. 

The sound of frightened screams can be heard all over the place. 

"No. I DON'T WANT TO DIE!" 

"Run! FUCK! What is this chain for? I can't remove it." 

"Ahhh! NO, I... I DON'T WANT THIS! Lord Creator, please forgive me!" 

"I... I give up." 

Hei Yinan saw only his left hand was caught in chains while Ye Mo had both his ankles chains. He 

unhesitatingly cut off his left hand and the child's legs before creating a space crack to jump in it. But the 

self-imploded range of a dying Celestial Immortal is big. It was enough to cover half of the World of 

Inferno. 

As if the star had exploded, half of Planet Inferno had turned to nothing. Within that explosion, the Book 

of Life and Death was destroyed and the backlash of the broken soul weapon returned to the owner, Xia 

Jieye. His Soul core cracked by the backlash and the aftereffects of the self-imploding of the former 

leader of the Ye Gui race. 

There are almost no survivors after half of the planet had exploded. This was what Mo Baojun and the 

rest had witnessed on their way to Inferno. 

Mo Yue said, "What is this? Explosion? Where is our son and Xia Jieye?!" 

"Calm down, honey. Xia Jieye would protect Jing'er," said Hei Sian. 

Mo Baojun noticed the cause of the blast. "This is... A Celestial Immortal chooses to destroy his 

foundation and cause this! How about the two of them?" 

Shen Siwang has a grim expression on his gentle face for the first time. As Xia Jieye's alter ego, he felt 

something really bad had happened to him. He couldn't control his expressions. 

"Sigh! Let's go!" said Shen Siwang as they hurriedly approached that half-dead place. 



Meanwhile in the world of Inferno. 

A small black mass of ball flew far away due to the effects of the explosion but this black ball was 

unharmed by the explosion itself. This is a secured small protection domain that Xia Jieye erected at the 

last moment. 

In that split second, the God of Void had pulled out Baby Jing and System Yue from his shadows and 

ordered the darkness to protect them while Xia Jieye himself had wrapped his body to the baby in his 

arms and protected him with his life. 

The explosion did not affect them but the backlash of the destroyed soul-bounded artifact was felt by 

Xia Jieye. An extremely painful feeling struck his very soul and felt it being ripped apart. Blood gushed 

from his seven orifices and couldn't help but cough a mouthful of blood. 

COUGH! 

System Yue had smelled the strong scent of blood within that darkness. He knew his lord was fatally 

injured. No, it is better to say that he is already dying. The sounds of Xia Jieye's coughing had awakened 

Baby Jing. His small hands reached out in the darkness to touch Xia Jieye's face. 

"Xhia... XHIA?" A soft voice of the baby was heard in that darkness. 

Xia Jieye felt he heard his name being called though it wasn't clear his name he felt that Baby Jing is 

calling him. He swallowed the blood gathering in his throat and laughed in happiness. This is the first 

time he heard Baby Jing call his name. 

Chuckles 

"Xhia... XHIA~" 

Xia Jieye whispered his voice is hoarse as his throat is damaged but one could still recognize it was him 

who was talking. 

"Baby, are you calling me? You called me Xia right?" 

"Xhia... Xhia... XHIA~" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑀 

"Hahaha~ Nice. At least... You remember who I am. Cough! Jing'er I might... Not be able to see you grow 

up. Xia is extremely sorry." 

"Xhia? BUH~" 

"I will... Definitely return. Baby wait for me okay? Don't get hurt, have fun and grow up well. We will see 

each other again in the future. Since the light element is useless to you I will lend you my Blood element 

okay? Though it can only heal physical wounds with your immortality it should complement." said Xia 

Jieye as his eyes were already blinded and could no longer see. After passing the blood element to Baby 

Jing he heard familiar footsteps coming over them. 

Cracks~ 

So when the darkness surrounding them broke, revealing Shen Siwang and the rest would no longer see 

them. His weakened appearance is so pale. He is bloodless as white and was covered by blood all over. 



His eyes were closed and trails of blood could be seen. What is worse is that his existence is fading. 

Everyone was shocked by his current state. Despite that Baby Jing within his arms is uninjured and 

untainted by dust and dirt. 

Shen Siwang wanted to ask what happened to him but seeing his alter ego's state he couldn't ask 

anymore due to shock. He knew that he cannot be saved as his counterpart. He knew how bad Xia 

Jieye's Soul is. 

Shen Siwang, "You...!!!" 

"Siwang, your promise." said Xia Jieye. 

Shen Siwang gripped his hands and said, "I promised. I will do it." 

"Hahaha, that's good then. The parents of Jing'er, can you take him? I'm too dirty," said Xia Jieye. Since 

he couldn't see, he didn't know where Mo Yue and Hei Sian were. 

Mo Yue approached him with tears on his face and hugged Xia Jieye and his son in his arms. 

"Thank you. Thank you for protecting him," said Mo Yue. 

Xia Jieye didn't reply as he was already looking in Mo Baojun's direction. Among the four, this person's 

coldness is the hardest to ignore. 

"Tyrant God, Mo Baojun. In the last moment of this life, I wish to bestow to you the throne of the Ruler 

God that controls life and death. Live as you see fit and stabilize all realms with the Origin God. Do you 

accept it?" asked Xia Jieye. 

Mo Baojun hesitated for a moment and looked at the blind man in front of him. He didn't know how 

much he owed this man. The life of their nephew was protected in exchange for this Ruler God. 

The request to pass the throne was ongoing only when Mo Baojun accepted that he would become the 

new lord of Life and Death but not the God of Darkness. Xia Jieye has two official titles. One is the God 

of Void or the God of Darkness. This is the source of his existence which cannot be passed to anyone. 

The other is the God of Life and Death. This is the title the Origin had given to him to help Shen Siwang 

take control of everything in existence. This is why he was known as his alter ego. 

This is the title he was giving him away together with the throne as one of the two Ruler Gods that 

protect the Origin as Shen Siwang does. 

Mo Baojun answered, "I accept." 

After the Ruler God's title was passed to Mo Baojun, Xie Jieye's soul started to fade. He is about to enter 

reincarnation as he is already dying before they could even arrive. He held on a bit to securely return 

Baby Jing to safety and give Mo Baojun his position. 

Xia Jieye said, "With that title, you should be allowed to see the Origin. Just ask Siwang to bring you 

there next time." Then in the last moment before his life faded he healed his eyes revealing pure black 

irises. After giving Hei Anjing the ability to control blood his red eyes turned dark as only darkness 

remained in his being. He stares at Baby Jing with a doting smile. 



Hei Anjing who is now in the arms of his Dad, Mo Yue had extended his small hand to touch Xia Jieye's 

face. Feeling the small force of being pulled by the little one he bumps his forehead with the baby. Then 

they both smile at each other. The scene is beautiful yet tragic. This unforgettable scene only lasted for a 

few seconds as Xia Jieye's soul faded away slowly to nothing. 

"Wait for me, Jing'er. I will find you soon." 

Only then did Xia Jieye vanish into this world. As expected, the moment Xia Jieye disappeared Baby Jing 

cried all the way until he was exhausted from falling asleep. Shen Siwang kept his promise and sealed all 

memories of Xia Jieye in Baby Jing until he had reached enough strength to protect himself. 

That's their first lifetime and first farewell. 

 


